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Abstract

Understanding the settings of a given story has
long been viewed as an essential component
of understanding the story at large. This sig-
nificance is not only underscored in academic
literary analysis but also in kindergarten edu-
cation. However, despite this significance, it
has received relatively little attention regarding
computational analyses of stories. This paper
presents a dataset of 2,302 time period setting
labeled works and 6,991 location setting la-
beled works. This dataset aims to help with
Cultural Analytics of literary works but may
also aid in time-period-related questions within
literary Q&A systems.

1 Introduction

The setting of a story is the time and place in which
the events in the story are purported to occur. Un-
derstanding the setting of a story is important to
understanding the story’s composite pieces, such
as characters, events, and plot. This significance
is even unscored in children’s early education with
the United States Common Core standards having
setting detection as a key area of English education
for kindergartners (Pearson, 2013). Part of the rea-
son for the significance is that settings can enable us
to make inferences as varied as customs/practices,
technology, and character limitations. The infer-
ences we can make have various levels of granular-
ity depending on our knowledge of the time period
or location.

Apart from such inferences, story settings are
advantageous when conducting Cultural Analytics
using literature. One of the reasons is what is called
in philosophy the epistemic role of fiction (Green,
2022; García-Carpintero, 2016). Stories have a
remarkable impact on people’s understanding of
the world. Empirical studies have shown this is
the case even when people know the story is fic-
tional (Murphy, 1998; Strange and Leung, 1999;
Strange, 1993, 2002). This carries particular weight

with historical fiction. These studies seem to sug-
gest that it is hard to read or watch "War and Peace"
without it shaping our view of the actual transpiring
of the War of 1812.

Such epistemic uses of fiction seem to have had
large social effects. For instance, the carefully re-
searched 1852 novel "Uncle Tom’s Cabin" was
said to have a profound effect on the public’s nega-
tive perception and consequential response to slav-
ery (Reynolds, 2011). However, some works have
been said to misrepresent racial relations, such as
"Gone With The Wind"’s portrayal of the Civil
War (Coates, 2018).

Having a dataset that distinguishes the time pe-
riod the work was written in and the time period
of its setting enables analysis of how truthful the
work is in comparison to historical records. It also
enables additional literary analysis. For instance,
when doing cultural analysis of fictional character
presentations, we may analyze not only how Vic-
torian authors presented women in their "modern-
day" novels but also how they presented women of
the past.

However, despite the value of identifying a
story’s time period and location, there are cur-
rently no large or diverse datasets for this pur-
pose. This paper presents such a dataset. The
dataset is available for download under a Cre-
ative Commons Attribution 4.0 license at https:
//github.com/krittichier/StorySettings.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2,
describes related work that focused on determining
time period and location from texts. In Section 3,
the time period dataset is outlined, including the
retrieval process as well as the cleaning, labeling,
and baseline classification from the data. Section 4,
outlines the location dataset construction and classi-
fication using simple metrics. Section 5, concludes
the paper.
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2 Related Work

There has been some work focused on the time
period setting or other temporal aspects of stories.
The first Narrative Q & A dataset (Kočiský et al.,
2018) was offered in 2018 to evaluate reading com-
prehension. Of the over 1,500 textual works, only
6% had a time period setting Q & A combo and
7.5% had a location setting Q & A combo. Al-
though there were some that dealt with the setting
for a particular event, these also had low represen-
tation.

There was a publication on the passage of time
within fictional works (Kim et al., 2020), where
segments of text are labeled by the time of day they
take place (i.e., morning, daytime, evening, and
night.) Similarly, an annotation guideline for tem-
poral aspects was published as part of the SANTA
(Systematic Analysis of Narrative levels Through
Annotation) project. This dataset addresses the
issue of how to deal with jumps in the story time-
line, such as Analepsis (a flashback) or Prolepsis
(a flashforward).

A few projects have focused on time period clas-
sification for non-story texts. Most of the litera-
ture focuses on news data (Ng et al., 2020). The
problem with this, as with many other cases of
news data’s use in natural language processing, is
that news data is often written more explicitly than
other text of text (Bamman et al., 2020); in this
case particularly, temporal aspects are very clear,
sometimes down to the hour (Ng et al., 2020). Ad-
ditionally, news text is often much shorter, and
therefore its time spans are smaller. Another ex-
ample of non-story detection is EVALITY’s 2020
task (Basile et al., 2020; Brivio, 2020). In this task,
works were collected about the former prime minis-
ter of Italy, Alcide De Gasperi (Menini et al., 2020;
Massidda, 2020). In this task, there were 2,759
works that were then split into five different cate-
gories for coarse-grained analysis and 11 different
ranges for fine-grained analysis.

There have also been two attempts at identifying
the time period of a text using time series(Mughaz
et al., 2017; HaCohen-Kerner and Mughaz, 2010).
These two papers are written by some of the same
authors using different approaches. Their work
differs from this one in that it deals more with
the publication time period than the setting time
period. The term frequency-based approach they
use is not able to draw this distinction and therefore
is less suited for the tasks of Digital Humanities

and Cultural Analytics.

3 Time Period Dataset

Project Gutenberg1 is the source of the literary
works. Project Gutenberg is a resource that con-
tains textual works in the public domain. At the
time of this, The United States has the copyright set
to expire 70 years after the author dies. As of 2019,
all works written prior to 1924 are in the public
domain. Although there are some public domain
works that have been recently published, the ma-
jority of the works were published before that date.
Around 80 percent of the works in Project Guten-
berg are in English. Of these English texts, 40
percent are fictional texts. To determine the work’s
fictional status, a combination of LoC classification
(namely sub-classifications of "P: Language and
Literature", which were reviewed to be literature la-
bels rather than language or literary criticism) and
header terms (such as "fiction", "story", and "tale")
were used.

Three primary resources were used for identi-
fying the time period setting of the work. These
resources are Library of Congress Subject Clas-
sification2, Wikipedia API3, and SparkNotes4.
Library of Congress classifications of works are
expert-labeled topics that include setting informa-
tion. Wikipedia has categories of text related to
the time period, such as "Set in the 1920s" or
"Set during the Civil War." SparkNotes consist
of expert reviews of works for study purposes.
BeautifulSoup5 was used to scrape the HTML
SparkNotes webpages and retrieve the information
about the works. Like many issues within machine
learning, the difficulty lies in the scarcity of the
data, as there were 2,302 works labeled with time
periods settings after cleaning.

3.1 Resource 1: Library of Congress Data

Each work on Project Gutenberg has at least one
Library of Congress subject. Most works contain
multiple subjects. Each subject itself can be com-
posed of what the Library of Congress (henceforth
LoC) refers to as headers, which are separated in
the subject by "– ". LoC, they are the same across

1https://www.gutenberg.org/
2https://www.loc.gov/aba/publications/

FreeLCSH/freelcsh.html
3https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/API:Main_page
4https://www.sparknotes.com/lit/
5https://beautiful-soup-4.readthedocs.io/en/

latest/
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both copies of the work. For instance, "The Scar-
let Letter" has 11 subjects: "Adultery – Fiction",
"Historical fiction", "Revenge – Fiction", "Psy-
chological fiction", "Married women – Fiction",
"Clergy – Fiction", "Triangles (Interpersonal rela-
tions) – Fiction", " Illegitimate children – Fiction",
"Women immigrants – Fiction", "Puritans – Fic-
tion", "Boston (Mass.) – History – Colonial period,
ca. 1600-1775 – Fiction".

In order to make these headings useful, review
was required. One problem was that many of the
names were missing a beginning/end or listed multi-
ple beginning dates. In these cases, the information
for the person was found and filled in by hand us-
ing Wikipedia or a historical website as a resource.
Sometimes different birth/death years are given
than the LoC classification; in such a case, either
the default or the one that offers a longer range is
used.

Sometimes the reason a date is missing is more
historically significant, such as in the case of the
historical figure Pocahontas, where the birth is un-
known. Additionally, sometimes fictional charac-
ters are the people listed with a range. This some-
times includes "(fictional character)" and other
times does not but was only determined by search-
ing. These do not have dates of death because the
death of the character never took place in the book.
The date for all these is approximated by using an
approximate average lifespan of real people in the
dataset.

Some of the ranges express uncertainty or have
typos. For instance, some people have approxi-
mated deaths (and birth) times given on Wikipedia,
such as Edmund Brokesbourne, whose Wikipedia
page lists him as dying in either 1396 or 1397.
Some cases lead to distinctly bigger ranges, but
in all cases, the year that offers the longest range
is selected. In order to deal with shortened ver-
sions of the names, we make sure that each piece
of the names that were found has a historical name
connected to it.

Lastly, there is a category of works that are "To
X"; there are 47 works with only this label for
the time period setting. In investigating the full
subjects, the heading "To X" is embedded; there is
no clear option for what to label these as. Therefore,
the range used is simply (X, X) for all instances of
this label. When splitting for classification, most
of the works with this give a larger range than this,
making it not affect the classification. However,

this is made clear in the dataset and is able to be
altered.

After the initial cleaning was completed, we con-
ducted inspections to remove time period labels
that indicate the time period the work was written
in rather than the actual setting of the work. A no-
table case for this is the century label. When it is a
setting, it is indicated with the heading "History"
immediately preceding it. Of all the time period
labels, 1,229 had only centuries as their label. Of
these, 148 had "History" before it. Additionally, 47
others had those combined with other time period
indicators. These history century labels were only
used for the ones that did not have other time pe-
riod labels, given the that they were too large of
a range and the distribution: 68% of the centuries
after the "History" subcategory is "19th century,"
while 89% span "17th century" to "19th century".
Additionally, another time period indicating header
that is indicative of the time written and not the
setting is when author labels are included, such as
"Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616". These were
removed from the headings.

The total number of LoC headings for time pe-
riod is 759. All of these headings were reviewed by
hand to identify whether they represent a person,
event, or simply a time period. Of these labels, 404
of these labels are names of people accompanied
by their lifespan. 261 of the headers are events,
which are broadly construed to include conspira-
cies and locations at particular times, such as "New
Plymouth, 1620-1691". Of the remaining 93, 67
indicate year ranges, 18 of these indicate "ToX",
and the remaining 8 indicate the centuries spanning
from the 13th to the 20th century.

Of the 1923 works with time period labels that
are not simply a century, 1,641 have only one sub-
ject (header), and 280 of them have multiple time
periods indicating labels (people, events, etc.). 182
of these have at least one range that encompasses
all of the other ranges. When this is not the case,
a span of all of them is taken. The range of the
setting years for all the works is 1000 to 2099 as
"Two thousand, A.D." was used to describe two
books set in the 2000s, which were written in the
1800s.

3.2 Resource 2: Wikipedia

Categories are a way that Wikipedia pages are orga-
nized and can be retrieved through the Wikipedia
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API6. To gather the works from Wikipedia, the
categories listed in the table where X stands for
a number and ’|’ indicate different options. "BC"
sometimes followed the century category:

• Novels|Fiction|Plays set in the Xth|Xst|Xnd
century

• Novels|Fiction|Plays set in the Xs

• Novels|Fiction|Plays set in the X

• Novels|Fiction|Plays set in the Middle Ages

From these categories, there were 1,497 titles
retrieved, and 311 (21%) were found to be unique
works on Project Gutenberg. In order to avoid fic-
tion of the same title getting mistaken for a work
on Gutenberg, the Wikipedia pages were reviewed
to find the author’s name presented in the article.
A few of the works contained the exact names of
the authors. However, a by hand inspection of the
remaining was needed as the authors’ names come
in many different variations, such as with/without
accent marks, shortened/lengthened versions (e.g.,
Sam vs. Samuel), initials in place of names, miss-
ing middle name(s), and misspellings. The result-
ing number of books was 236. Part of the reason
for the significant drop is that Wikipedia labels
tend to focus on more recently published books, in
other words, not those that are typically available
on Project Gutenberg.

3.3 Resource 3: SparkNotes

In this section, we discuss the SparkNotes data.
As of August 2021, the SparkNotes website has
710 works 7 of which it offers study guides that
consist of descriptions and explanations. 464 of
these works have a factsheet8 associated with them
containing information on specific details of the
novel, such as Setting (Time Period), Setting (Lo-
cation), tense, date of publication, etc. 156 of the
works on the website are supplied by The Project
Gutenberg, but only 101 of these works contain
"factsheets" detailing aspects of the novel such as
setting. By hand review of all of the 464 was done
to verify the same title as SparkNotes sometimes
does not use official names but rather what the work

6https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:
Contents/Categories

7https://www.sparknotes.com/lit/
8For an example of a factsheet, namely A Tale

of Two Cities: https://www.sparknotes.com/lit/
a-tale-of-two-cities/facts/

is commonly called, such as "Alice’s Adventures
in Wonderland" title being "Alice in Wonderland."

Of these 101 works, 10 of these are not litera-
ture/fiction. 5 of these are not the same book but
simply the same title. The reference of the title to
the correct work, and not another by the same title,
is verified by the author’s being reviewed by hand.
Another 5 are removed because the time period
could not be determined. The reason for this is that
some have the setting marked as "unknown", and
others are too vague such as in the case of "The
Alchemist", where no time indications are given
except for the advancements of technology. This
would leave us with 81 works, yet one of the entries
on SparkNotes is for both parts 1 and 2, which are
separate books that cover the same time span, so
these were split up. We are, therefore, left with 82
time period works from SparkNotes. In the dataset,
the key is the URL for the work, and the id and
filename are for Project Gutenberg retrieval.

Given that literary works do not always offer spe-
cific dates for the time period setting, this ambigu-
ity is reflected in SparkNotes labeling. For instance,
the time period of "The American" by Henry James
is labeled by SparkNotes as "May 1868 and the
several years thereafter". Of the 82 works, only 24
contain specific ranges. To deal with the variance,
each 58 with the remaining, certain rules were used.
Regular expressions and named-entity recognition
was used to aid the labeling of the works, but each
of the works was inspected by hand. A table for
numerical interpretations of terms such as "mid",
"late", and "early" (and their synonyms)is given in
Appendix A as well as an explanation of the rules
followed for other vague terms.

3.4 Resource Overlap

Some of the resources had overlap in works at-
tributed values LoC and Wikipedia had 51 works
that overlapped: 35 of these works the range fell
within one another, 12 of these works had overlap
(with an overlap average of 40 years), and 4 were
disjoint from one another which was, on average,
only a difference of 4 years. LoC and SparkNotes
had 7 works in-common and 6 of the SparkNotes
within the AoC label ranges. The only one that
did not was the LoC label’ Revolution, 1789-1799’
for "The Tale of Two Cities," which takes place
"1775–1793". Between Wikipedia and SparkNotes,
Wikipedia was often too large of a range. There
were 3 works that were in all 3 of the datasets. Be-
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cause SparkNotes is the most precise and expert
reviewed, its value takes precedence over all other
labelings. Second is Wikipedia, i.e., Wikipedia’s
labels are used when Wikipedia and LoC both label
the same work.

3.5 Dataset Construction
For time period setting, the dataset contains a
zipped folder of all 2,302 works. For labels, it
contains a JSON file that can be read in as a table.
In the table, the time period is in the form of a
tuple indicating its range. It also includes Project
Gutenberg data/metadata: file name, id, title, author
and years alive (e.g., "Hawthorne, Nathaniel, 1804-
1864"), the list of LoC subjects, and the list of LoC
classifications (such as "PR: English literature").

For interpreting the LoC headings, a JSON dic-
tionary is supplied. Within this, each heading has
a type label (year, event, or person), a start date,
and an end date. So, "William I, Prince of Orange,
1533-1584" is labeled as a person and has a start
date of 1533 and an end date of 1584. Given re-
strictions on distributing SparkNotes data, there are
no such dictionaries offered. However, A offers a
breakdown of the general rules applied. Also, due
to the simplicity of the Wikipedia labels, no such
dictionary for it is supplied.

3.6 Results
For the classification task, we use the TF-IDF score.
This score is commonly used for document classifi-
cation. It works by calculating the term frequency
of a document and dividing it by the inverse doc-
ument frequency. By doing this, the formula cap-
tures the significance of the words to the document
rather than simply prominence in the document.
This can be seen in the formula 1. In this formula,
tfi,j is the frequency of the term i in file j, dfi is
the number of files that contain i, and N is the total
number of files.

wi,j = tfi,j × log(
N

dfi
) (1)

Before running the TF-IDF algorithm on the
works, they were cleaned to remove stopwords and
lemmatized.

Given the various ranges the labels offer, they
must be split into categories. The difficulty of this
lies in the lack of clear thresholds. For instance,
some novels may cover the first few years of the
Revolution, while others cover the duration and
the aftermath. Given that the dataset is already

fairly small, we don’t want to lose many of the
works. For this reason, we give some wiggle room
to thresholds in comparing the works to the thresh-
old. The formula for softening the thresholds is
allowing them to be up to 10 years off as long as
the difference is less than 10% of the range. This
metric was used because it appeared to best repre-
sent our concept of "close", and that the majority
of the work would be in that range. In future work,
other metrics may be tested.

The data was tested on three different numbers
of categories:

• 3-way split where the soft thresholds are 1746
and 1877

• 4-way split where the soft thresholds are 1698,
1803, and 1898

• 5-way split where the soft thresholds are 1605,
1792, 1859, and 1912

The 3-way split reduced the total works down
to 1850 split 545:681:624. The 4-way split re-
duced the total number of works down to 1686 split
471:211:454:550. The 5-way split reduced the to-
tal works down to 1595 split 286:303:207:326:473.
Given that the 3-way split offers the evenest distri-
bution and a similar breakdown to the EVALITY
task mentioned in Section 2, split-3 was used for
the baseline results. Table 1 shows the results using
the top 100 TF-IDF features alone. Both Random
Forest and Support Vector were able to give an F1
score of 0.81.

4 Location Dataset and Baseline
Classification

In order to detect location data, LoC headings are
used, as well as some SparkNotes headings. Addi-
tionally, datasets from Simple Maps are used for
some of the world cities9, The USA10 and Great
Britain11. Additionally, given the variance in state
names, in LoC classification, much of the data con-
sists of states which are abbreviated with either
standard abbreviations (e.g., "AZ") or postal abbre-
viations (e.g., "ARIZ"). A table containing alterna-
tive state names (full and abbreviated) and postal
was used. The reason for using these resources is
that it enables a more robust part-whole classifi-
cation than WordNet currently offers. Having the

9https://simplemaps.com/data/world-cities
10https://simplemaps.com/data/us-cities
11https://simplemaps.com/data/gb-cities
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Random Forest SVM KNN Naïve Bayes Decision Tree
Accuracy 0.8090 0.8090 0.7351 0.6955 0.6649
Precision 0.8260 0.8198 0.7569 0.6962 0.6717
Recall 0.8092 0.8104 0.7362 0.7049 0.6721
F1 0.8141 0.8125 0.7399 0.6985 0.6719

Table 1: Time period classification results using the TF-IDF score

part-whole relation offered a way to detect which
country/state it was falling in and whether the city
location was legitimate.

The results for both LoC headings and Spar-
kNote location labels were reviewed by hand due
to non-locations with the same term. For instance,
though Battle is a place in England, but many bat-
tles took place in England, which is what is most
often referred to with the term Battle and England
in the heading labels.

The dataset included 6,962 gathered with LoC
subjects. 689 of these works are labeled as hav-
ing more than one location classification. There
are 556 headings with identified locations. There
are also 75 SparkNotes works with location(s),
with around 22 having multiple location labels. 46
works are in both the LoC headers and SparkNotes,
resulting in 6,991 works.

Baseline classification results using location set-
ting were achieved using simple term occurrence
metrics. 34.5% had the setting location as the most
often mentioned location. 60.5% had the setting
location (or the larger location it falls within, such
as the country) as mentioned. The remaining 5%
did not have any terms to indicate the location, and
it remains an open question what content in the
stories the annotators relied on in assigning the
label.

This dataset covers a more simple version of
location setting, namely geolocation. Other im-
portant features for location are whether it takes
place in a house or, better yet, a certain character’s
house. However, this more nuanced version is only
reflected in a few of the SparkNotes labels we see,
with most having simple geolocation (e.g., country,
city, state), which indicates a need for even simple
location setting labels.

The dataset for the location settings is similar to
the the one for time period described in section 3.5.
It has a zipped folder of the works and a table
that includes all of the same Project Gutenberg
information. However, instead of each work having
a location label column, there is a list of location-

specific headings. These headings can be used as
keys in the accompanying dictionary. Each key
has an associated country and may also have a city
and/or state based on the granularity of the label.

5 Conclusion

This paper presents a dataset of 2,302 time period
setting labeled works and 6,991 location setting
labeled works. The aim is for these to help with
the detection of settings within stories and interest-
ing Cultural Analytic findings by enabling analysis
of cross-time-period writing and the role settings
serve for story understanding. It can also help of-
fer refinement/investigation into literary Q&A sys-
tems.

Additionally, this project serves as a way to in-
vestigate how beneficial metadata on Project Guten-
berg or from LoC can be. The aim is that this will
enable the use of the LoC classifications, which,
to our knowledge, have not been capitalized on in
natural language processing, at least at this scale
or for this aim. There is also room for tracking
more carefully where different portions of the work
take place as can be seen to be important in the
SparkNotes’ labeling.

Limitations

Some of the limitations of this dataset include that
of much of the time periods and locations given
are simply approximations of the time period that
the work is actually set in; this is most notable
in the case of Library of Congress and Wikipedia
labels which make up the majority of the work.
These datasets offer more coarse-grained settings
of a work, such as years and geolocation, which
have limitations for some purposes. An additional
limitation is that the works are in English and also
are more commonly set/written in the West, which
should be taken into account when used for analyt-
ics.
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A Appendix

Type Term Start End
Century turn-century XX00 XX10

early-century XX00 XX40
mid-century XX35 XX75
late-century XX60 XX99

Decade early-decade 0 4
mid-decade 3 7
late-decade 6 9

Table 2: Conversions for SparkNotes’ ambiguity

Phrases like "shortly after the turn of the 20th
century" is assumed to be 10 years longer than the
dates given. In other smaller cases, "several years
after" is assumed to mean 5 years after that time.
Likewise, terms like "around" are 5 years added
to both sides. Additionally, there are some eras
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used, such as Renaissance, Medieval, and Victo-
rian eras. For these, historical references were used.
In the case of multiple years given for different sec-
tions of the works (chapters, acts, etc.), the highest
range is used. Also, with the presence of terms
like "specifically" or "especially," the more specific
range is what is used.

There are also times when multiple years, cen-
turies, decades, or eras are given. Sometimes the
variance refers to different sections of the work,
such as the first chapter being set in X year and the
second being set in Y. In these cases, the full range
is used.
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